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According to recent studies by the National Chamber of Manufacturing Industries (CANACINTRA)
and other independent research groups, last year's 3.9% GDP growth rate the highest in nine
years did not improve Mexicans' standard of living. The real minimum wage dropped 12.8%, and
318,000 jobs were eliminated. Although 1 million new jobs are needed every year for new entrants
to the workforce, the Mexican Social Security Institute (IMSS) recorded the opening of 619,000 in
1990. On Feb. 28, Budget and Planning Secretary Ernest Zedillo and Finance Secretary Pedro Aspe
said that the operational budget deficit in 1990 was the lowest in the country's history. Next, the
government's overall financial deficit reached the lowest point in recent decades. According to
Zedillo, economic growth in 1990 "was not artificially induced by means of the public deficit." Critics
say the government's obsession with improving the fiscal deficit deduction is shortchanging other
priorities, such as balanced growth and social welfare requirements. Former finance minister Jesus
Silva Herzog, director of the Center for Latin American Monetary Studies (CEMLA), warned that
"current economic policy could sharply exaggerate the process of income and wealth concentration
Mexico has suffered throughout its history." The Mexico City News quoted Luis Pazos, business
analyst and author, as saying that large-scale government involvement cannot be left behind fast
enough. He said the process must be accelerated to take advantage of the potential free trade
agreement with the US and Canada, or Mexico runs the risk of "gradualism," which has been
disastrous for South American countries. According to Pazos, ejidos should be privatized in order
to increase their long-time low productivity. All state-run companies should be privatized, he said,
and industry as a whole deregulated to enhance efficiency. Jose Rangel, technical secretary for
the National Autonomous University's (UNAM) Institute of Economic Research, said the speed
of change toward "economic liberalization" stifles national debate on the appropriate role for
government in modernizing the national economy. The government, said Rangel, should continue
to play a role in the economy, helping industry to modernize and offering support to the ejido.
According to Rangel, privatization of the nation's strategic resources and the opening of Mexico to
foreign investment only exacerbates the gap between rich and poor because the state will no longer
be able to influence wealth distribution. (Sources: The Mexico City News, 02/22/91; El Financiero,
Novedades, Uno Mas Uno, 03/01/91)
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